Gin Menu
Gin Flights
Gin flights are a chance to savour different groups of gins. All of
the flights include 3 single 25ml gins, a choice of Fevertree tonic
and a pot of olives
Flight 1 – Popular £12
Beefeater pink gin, Gordons gin, Bombay Sapphire

Flight 2 – From the garden £13
Greenall’s Wild Berry Gin, J.J. Whitley Elderflower Gin, Bloom Strawberry Cup

Flight 3 – Local £15
Newton House Gin, Wicked Wolf, Tarquins Dry Gin

Flight 4 – Premium £15
Tanqueray Export Strength, Hendricks, Whitley Niell Dry Gin

Flight 5 – International £16
Roku Gin, Malfy Gin Con Limone, Xoriguer Mahon Gin

Flight 6 – Top Notch £18
Ten Tors Gin, Four Pillars Bloody Shiraz, Boë Violet Gin

…………………………………………………….

Fevertree tonics include Premium, Light, Elderflower, Mediterranean,
Aromatic and Sicilian Lemon

All prices below include 50ml of gin and your choice of
Fevertree tonic
(if 25ml measure is preferred £2 deduction can be made)

£7.75
Greenall’s Wild Berry Gin (37.5%) served with
Greenall’s Wild Berry Gin is made by infusing raspberries and British Blackberries,
resulting in a fruity twist on the classic.
Greenall’s Original London Gin (37.5%) served with
Greenall’s Gin is smooth, crisp and easy-going, working perfectly as a mixer in a
classic Gin and Tonic.
Finest Aromatic Gin (43%) served with
Created by master distillers using 9 fragrant botanicals. Classic Juniper with subtle
earthy tones & citrus key notes.
Gordons Pink Gin (37.5%) served with
Juniper takes a slight step back to make way for refreshing notes of strawberry,
raspberry and redcurrant.
Beefeater London Gin (40%) served with
Beefeater London Dry Gin was first made in 1820 by James Burroughs. It is still, to
this day, made to the same recipe. Great in a martini, this is a spiced, fruity gin.
London Dry Gin (43%) served with
9 botanicals. Juniper, zesty citrus, subtle earthy tones & a hint of spice.
Blackfriars Gin (43%) served with
Distilled four times using ten botanicals. A warm gin with earthy-spicy notes along
with juniper makes for a crisp, refreshing drink.
Johnsen’s Club Dry Gin (38%) served with
A German favourite dry gin
Gin Liqueurs
Edinburgh Gin Distillery; Rhubarb and Ginger (20%)
Edinburgh Gin Distillery; Plum and Vanilla (20%)

£8.25
Bombay Sapphire Gin (40%)
One of the best known and most delicately perfumed gins in the world, Bombay
Sapphire makes an excellent Martini, and is great as a base for a Gin and Tonic.
J.J. Whitley Elderflower Gin (38.6%)
This revolves around the classic fragrance of the elderflower, along with a selection
of rural British flavours and a helping of cinnamon, too.
Gordons Gin (37.5%)
It is triple distilled and flavoured with coriander seeds, juniper berries, angelica and
one more secret botanical.
Bulldog Gin (40%)
Made with poppy, dragon eye, lotus leaves, citrus, almond, lavender and various
other botanicals (12 in total).
Gordons Sloe Gin (26%)
A crisp Sloe Gin from Gordon's made by steeping Sloe berries in Gordon's gin. Crisp
and delicate.

Tanqueray Export Strength Gin (43.1%)
The lower strength version of Tanqueray Export Strength. It boasts a phenomenally
fruity, spicy palate with big zesty, citrusy top notes which make this gin the perfect
all-rounder.
Whitley Neill Dry Gin (43%)
A London Dry Gin made with African botanicals including extracts from the Baobab
Tree (known as the Tree of Life) and Physalis fruit.
Bloom Strawberry Cup Gin (25%)
Combines the fantastically floral Bloom Gin with fresh strawberries
Opiher Oriental Gin (40%)
Indonesian Cubeb berries, Indian black pepper and Moroccan coriander are all used
in this gin.
Beefeater Pink Gin (37.5%)
Made using the original Beefeater London Dry Gin recipe. The strawberry flavour is
added post-distillation.
Boodles Gin (40%)
Distinctive floral nose and lingering juniper flavour, with a clean finish
Bombay Original London Gin (37.5%)
Made with a different recipe to Bombay Sapphire, using 8 botanicals rather than 10.
Drury 173 London Dry Gin (40%)
This has created a gin with unique spicy notes and a lovely lemony finish.
Peaky Blinder Spiced Dry Gin (40%)
Named after the TV show! Hints of ripe orange, oak-y cassia and perhaps even a
hint of coffee bean.
Xoriguer Mahon (38%)
Xoriguer is made from distilled wine and features juniper (obviously) as well as a
secret selection of herbs.

£9.00
Aviation Gin (42%)
A batch distilled Gin from America, Aviation Gin offers a Dutch style and it was
distilled from rye and flavoured with Juniper, Lavender, Anise, Sarsaparilla, Orange
peel and Cardamom.
Granny Garbutt’s – 42%)
Granny Garbutt's small batch craft gin has been produced mindfully by using
moorland botanicals such as gorse, heather and moorland honey to recreate her
history
Rock Gin – Cornwall (42%)
gin is distilled by hand in small batches using pure spring water from our own deep
water source combined with fragrant botanicals and fresh citrus fruits.
Gin Mare (42.7%)
With its eternal blue sky, its characteristic scent of rosemary, basil and thyme, the
sea breeze on your skin...
St Ives Gin (38%)
Cornwall's newest Gin is St Ives Gin made from a list of 13 botanicals. It is not a
distilled gin but a cold compounded gin which is a method that dates back to the 16th
century.
Williams British Extra Dry Gin (40%)
This dry, juniper led gin has been designed for the much-loved G&T, a delicious gin
with notes of spice and citrus fruit.

Tanqueray Rangpur (41.3%)
This gin is flavoured with Rangpur limes, also known as a mandarin orange. These
highly acidic fruits, actually orange in colour, impart a fresh, zesty zing to this
refreshing gin.
Plymouth English Gin (41.2%)
Plymouth gin can only be made in Plymouth. This is a pot still gin, voted the Best Gin
in BBC Good Food Magazine
Portobello Road No.171 Gin (42%)
Well-integrated spice, again with a healthy dose of juniper. Soft lemon grass flavours
with a hint of red berries.
Adnams Copper House Gin (40%)
This gin is infused with six botanicals, including juniper, sweet orange and hibiscus
flowers.
Bloom Gin (40%)
This gin has a floral nature to its botanicals: honeysuckle, pomelo and chamomile.
Caorunn Small Batch Gin (41.8%)
Made with a combination of traditional and handpicked botanicals including rowan
berry, heather, coul blush apple and dandelion.
Whitley Neill Blood Orange Gin (43%)
A blood orange-themed variation of the Whitley Neill Gin recipe! Featuring a
generous helping of Sicilian blood orange at its core
Cruxland Gin (43%)
Cruxland Gin features a selection of 8 botanicals, with the star of the show being the
rare Kalahari truffle, alongside juniper, cardamom, lemon, aniseed, almond,
coriander, rooibos and honeybush.
Brecon Botanicals Gin (43%)
It is based on pure grain spirit and a special selection of botanicals.
Whitley Neill Rhubarb Gin (43%)
Subtly tart with clear rhubarb influence. A twist of orange sweetness and herbaceous
coriander brings balance to the palate.
Jawbox Gin (43%)
10 botanicals, including juniper, lemon, cubeb, angelica, coriander, cassia, orris root,
grains of paradise, cardamom, liquorice root and Black Mountain heather.
Martin Millers Gin (40%)
Flavoured with Tuscan juniper, cassia bark, angelica, Florentine orris, coriander,
Seville citrus peel, nutmeg, cinnamon and liquorice root.
Malfy Gin Con Limone Gin (41%)
Malfy Gin is an Italian gin is made using a selection of six botanicals, as well as an
infusion of Italian coastal lemons.
Whitley Neill Quince Gin (43%)
A variation on the classic Whitley Neill Gin recipe, featuring a hearty helping of
quince juice at its core

£9.50
McQueen Chocolate Mint (42%)
Made with using Bulgarian juniper, chocolate and mint, along with liquorice and
vanilla too
Exe Gin (42%)
EXE GIN is a traditional Dry London Gin with a lovely Smooth taste. Delicately
infused and distilled. It has a great balance of spices and zesty citrus flavours

Staffords Gin (42%)
Stafford's Gin is made by those Aval Dor folk by infusing botanicals in their Cornish
potato vodka. What botanical might go well with potato do you think? How about
Cornish rosemary
Beachcomber Southern Sweet Gin (40%)
Made in a small craft distillery located in Lymington on the UK's picturesque South
Coast, Beachcomber Gin was first handcrafted, distilled and bottled in 2017. It's a
citrus-forward treat described as 'Southern Sweet' on the label, which works well in a
classic G&T with a wedge of lemon or lime
Hoxton Gin (40%)
The sweet creamy coconut balances the crisp bitter grapefruit to give a truly
refreshing gin with notes of juniper and ginger.
Tarquins Handcrafted Cornish Gin (42%)
Incredibly fresh, with energetic but reserved green pine notes.
Hendricks Gin (41.4%)
Distilled gin using cucumber as one of the primary botanicals. This makes for a
unique, tasty and incredibly refreshing Gin
Thomas Dakin Gin (42%)
Made with eleven botanicals including juniper, orange peel, English coriander,
angelica, cubeb pepper and liquorice
Roku Gin (43%)
Botanicals including sakura leaf and sakura flower for spring, sencha tea and
gyokuro tea for summer, sansho pepper for autumn and yuzu peel for winter.
Traditional gin botanicals also featured include the likes of juniper, orange peel,
lemon peel, coriander and cinnamon, among others.
Wicked Wolf Gin (42%)
Made in North Devon using a selection of 11 botanicals - these include juniper,
angelica, cardamom, coriander, cubeb, grains of paradise, hibiscus, Kaffir lime
leaves, orange peel, lemon peel and lemongrass.
Sipsmith London Dry Gin (41.6%)
Initial dry juniper joined by growing sweetness, showing lemon tart & orange
marmalade
Bathtub Gin (43.3%)
infused with ingredients including juniper, orange peel, coriander, cassia, cloves and
cardamom
Brockmans Intensely Smooth Gin (40%)
This is made with Bulgarian coriander, blueberries and blackberries as well as
bittersweet Valencia orange peels.
Curio Rock Samphire Gin (41%)
Crisp and fragrant with coastal flora and sea spray!
Dà Mhìle Seaweed Gin (42%)
lemon juice and a spray of sea salt. The seaweed is obvious without overpowering
the gin’s savoury juniper and peppery spice notes
McQueen Smokey Chilli Gin (42%)
Spice and smoke are the core of this expression, though it's well balanced with the
sweetness of citrus
Tarquins Mulled Cranberry & Tangerine Gin (42%)
Features the most festive of botanicals, including cinnamon, nutmeg and
cranberries, combined with Tarquin's hand crafted Cornish Gin.
Two Birds Strawberry & Vanilla Gin (37.5%)

Tasty Two Birds Gin, with the lip-smacking addition of strawberry and vanilla.
Warner Edwards Victoria’s Rhubarb Gin (40%)
Tangy rhubarb once again is the star of the show, supported by a spicy blend of
juniper, black pepper and cardamom.

£10.50
Black Dog Gin – Dartmoor (46%)
This smooth, botanical infusion boasts strong citrus notes, flashes hints of wild
flowers and finishes off with red berries.
Newtons House Gin (43.2%)
Juicy orange and delicate hints of red berries, before a wave of herbaceous mint and
coriander develops.
Wicked Wolf Full Moon (42%)
Light and elegant. Waves of juicy, sweet citrus notes with underlying hints of fresh
tropical fruit. Floral at points.
Wrecking Coast Cornish Clotted Cream Gin (44%)
12 botanicals mixed with Cornish clotted cream creating a creamy flavoured gin
Blue Coat American Dry Gin (47%)
The juniper becomes more concentrated and the citrus element opens up into
orange blossom and sherbet lemon.
Boë Violet Gin (41.5%)
Hugely floral, with classic citrus-forward notes cutting through cleanly.
Conker Spirit Dorset Dry Gin (40%)
Distilled using New Forest spring water and 10 botanicals, including Dorset-inspired
botanicals - Gorse Flowers, Samphire and Elderberries.
English Drinks Company Cucumber Gin (40%)
Cucumber is clear, clean and subtly sweet. Balanced by oily, peppery juniper and
touches of mint.
Monkey 47 Dry Gin (47%)
Robust and powerful gin with plenty of spice, fruit and herb flavours.
Poetic License Tutti Fruitti Gin (42.7%)
A flavour profile of pineapple, kiwi, cherry, apple, peach and more
Sabatini Gin (41.3%)
Nine botanicals from Italy including olive leaves, sage, fennel, orris, lemon verbena,
juniper, coriander, thyme and lavender.
Brooklyn Gin (40%)
Brooklyn Gin is a rather vibrant gin from New York, made by using 'hand-cracked'
juniper and fresh citrus peels
Exeter Gin (44%)
Made using a number of botanicals, including basil, cinnamon, marigold, cardamom
and tarragon, along with 11 traditional gin botanicals.

£11.00
Bathtub navy strength (57%)
The story goes that the term Navy-Strength was the result of the British Navy
demanding gin to be bottled at 57% abv so that if it was accidentally splashed on
gunpowder, the powder would still ignite.As well as boasting a higher ABV than the
original Bathtub Gin, this edition also has a bigger botanical punch thanks to the
'bashing up' (technical term) of the botanicals to release more flavour.

Blind Tiger (45%)
A rather aromatic edition of Blind Tiger Gin (the name is inspired by the days of
Prohibition). Their Imperial Secrets expression features a selection of classic gin
botanicals, as well as three different types of black tea!
Tarquin's The Seadog Navy Strength Gin (57%)
The brilliant featuring botanicals like orris root, green cardamom seeds, cinnamon
and violets. Smashing stuff all the way from Cornwall.
Ten Tor Seasonal Gin (42%)
Elegant wafts of hyssop and honey, joined by fragrant juniper and just a smidgen of
fresh citrus fruit sweetness.
Audemus Pink Pepper Gin (44%)
An initial rush of pink peppercorn, followed by pine-y juniper and honey. Altogether
quite a warming gin.
Four Pillars Bloody Shiraz Gin (37.8%)
Thick, juicy berry notes, underpinned by hints of peppery juniper and earthy herbs. A
light hint of Christmas-y spices lingers.
Nelsons Rhubarb and Custard Gin (41%)
A variation of Nelson's Gin recipe, incorporating rhubarb into their mix of botanicals
Salcombe Gin – Start Point (44%)
Citrus and floral aromas and flavours work in harmony with the heady, earthy and
resinous pine notes of Macedonian juniper
Tanqueray No.10 (47.3%)
An incredible small batch London dry gin made in pot still number 10. Tanqueray
Number 10 is citrussy and full bodied.

